Chapter 9

A continuum model for the dynamics of the
phase transition from slow-wave sleep to REM
sleep
J.W. Sleigh, M.T. Wilson, L.J. Voss, D.A. Steyn-Ross, M.L. Steyn-Ross, and X. Li

9.1 Introduction
The cortical transition from the slow-wave pattern of sleep (SWS) to the rapideye-movement (REM) pattern is a dramatic feature of the somnogram. Indeed, the
change in the electrocorticogram (ECoG) is so abrupt that the moment of transition usually can be identified with a time-resolution of about one second [8, 37].
Although the neuromodulatory environment and electroencephalographic patterns
recorded during the steady states of SWS and REM have been well described
[16, 30], the dynamics of the transition itself has been described only in a qualitative observational fashion [12], and has not been the focus of detailed quantitative
modeling.
In SWS, the rat cortex shows predominant activity in the delta (∼1–4 Hz) band.
This pattern shifts to an intermediate sleep state (IS)—sometimes termed “preREM”—where the cortical activity shows features of both SWS and REM, lasting 10–30 seconds [7, 12, 25, 28]. This is followed by an abrupt transition to the
REM state, characterized by strong theta (∼5–8 Hz) oscillation [2], and loss of
delta power. The main effector of the cortical transition from SWS to REM is believed to be a linear progressive increase in cholinergic input into the cortex from
the brainstem (mainly from the pedunculo-pontine tegmentum area), acting via the
thalamus or basal forebrain [18, 34].
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Several studies [8, 32, 37] have measured the activity of the cortically-projecting
pontine cholinergic REM-on neurons during the SWS–REM transition. These studies have shown a progressive, linear increase in firing rate, starting 10–60 s before
onset of REM sleep, and plateauxing about 60 s after transition. The predominant
effect of increasing cholinergic input is to raise cerebral cortical arousal by acting
on muscarinic (mainly M1) receptors to close potassium channels, causing a depolarizing shift in the cortical resting membrane potential. The increase in cholinergic
tone also results in a small decrease in the amplitude of the excitatory postsynaptic
potential (EPSP) [13, 23, 27].
A recent paper by Lu and others has highlighted the fact that the pontine cholinergic nuclei are themselves under the influence of other orexinergic and gammaamino butyric acid (GABA)-ergic switching circuits [24]. They suggest that the
“flip-flop” arrangement of these brainstem and midbrain circuits could explain the
abrupt changes in state observed in the cortex.
In contrast, we suggest that the abrupt changes seen in ECoG during SWS-toREM transition could be explained in terms of an abrupt cortical response to a gradual change in the underlying subcortical neuromodulator activity. As described below, we enhance a previously-published continuum model of interactions between
excitatory and inhibitory populations of cortical neurons [39, 40, 47–49], and compare its output with experimentally-derived data recorded from rats during the SWSto-REM transition.

9.2 Methods
9.2.1 Continuum model of cortical activity
We use a continuum model of the interactions between populations of inhibitory and
excitatory cortical neurons to describe the features of the SWS-to-REM transition.
The continuum (or mean-field) approach assumes that the important dynamics of
neuronal activity can be captured by the averages of small populations of (∼10 000–
100 000) neurons contained within a “macrocolumn” (defined by the spatial extent
of the typical pyramidal neuron’s dendritic arborization). Continuum modeling of
the cortex originated with Wilson and Cowan [46], and has been progressively refined since then by the inclusion of more neurobiologically realistic terms and parameters [22, 39, 50].
Our version of the model has been described in detail by Wilson et al. [49]. It is
cast in the form of a set of stochastic differential equations; these equations incorporate (i) spike-rate input from: neighboring cortical neurons (dependent on local
membrane potential), distant cortical neurons (dependent on distant membrane potential), and subcortical structures (independent of cortical membrane potential);
(ii) dendritic time-evolution and magnitudes of fast inhibitory and excitatory synaptic potentials (including the effects of reversal potentials); (iii) a sigmoid relation-
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ship between soma potential and neuronal firing rate; and (iv) cortical connectivity
that drops off (approximately exponentially) with increasing spatial separation. The
mathematical details of the theoretical model are outlined in the Appendix.
In general, parameter values are drawn from experimentally-derived measurements reported in the literature, so are physiologically plausible. The actual values
used here are similar to those presented in an earlier paper modeling the seizurogenic effects of enflurane in humans [47], with some alterations to better represent
the smaller rat cortex (see Table 9.1).
Table 9.1 Parameters for rat cortex model
Symbol

Description

Value

τe,i

Membrane time constant

20, 20 ms

Qe,i

Maximum firing rates

θe,i

Sigmoid thresholds

σe,i

Standard deviation of thresholds

ρe,i

Gain per synapse at resting voltage

60, 120 s−1
−58.5, −58.5 mV
4, 6 mV
0.001, −0.000863 mV s

rev
Ve,i

Cell reversal potential

rest
Ve,i

Cell resting potential

α
Neb

Long-range e → e, i connectivity

3710

Neb

β

Short-range e → e, i connectivity

410

β
Nib
sc i
hφeb
hφibsc i

Short-range i → e, i connectivity

γeb

Excitatory synaptic rate constant

949 s−1

γib

Inhibitory synaptic rate constant

100 s−1

Lx,y

Spatial length of cortex

Λeb

Inverse-length connection scale

0.4 mm−1

v

Mean axonal conduction speed

1400 mm s−1

0, −70 mV
−64, −64 mV

50 s−1

Mean i → e, i subcortical flux

50 s−1

2 cm

∆Verest Effect of altering extrasynaptic ion channels
λ

800

Mean e → e, i subcortical flux

Scaling for EPSP amplitude

−5 → +5 mV
see Eqs (9.2, 9.3)

The primary output from the model is the spatially-averaged soma potential. The
fluctuation of this voltage with time is assumed to be the source of the experimentally observable ECoG signal [50]. In its present form, the model considers the cortex to be a two-dimensional sheet; the model ignores within-cortex microanatomical layering, and does not include synaptic plasticity. (The dynamic implications of
these finer biological details may be the subject of future investigation.)
The changes in interneuronal population activity during sleep can be represented
on a two-parameter domain (see Fig. 9.1), chosen to make explicit the effects of
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selected neuromodulators on the cortex. It is assumed that these neuromodulations
are slow processes (∼seconds to minutes) compared to the much faster time-scale
of synaptic neurotransmission and conduction of action potentials (∼ones to tens of
milliseconds).
This separation of time-scales allows neuromodulator action to be incorporated
into the model as a pair of slowly-varying control parameters that represent excursions along the mutually-orthogonal horizontal directions in Fig. 9.1 labeled, respectively, λ and ∆Verest . Here, λ represents EPSP synaptic strength, and ∆Verest represents relative neuronal excitability (displacement of resting membrane potential of
the pyramidal neurons relative to a default background value). This arrangement
allows the effects of neuromodulators on synaptic function (the λ -axis) to be separated from their effects on extrasynaptic leak currents that will alter resting voltage
(∆Verest -axis). We assume that SWS is associated with decreased levels of aminergic
and cholinergic arousal from the brainstem, together with elevated concentrations
of somnogens such as adenosine [31]; both effects will tend to hyperpolarize the
membrane voltage by increasing outward potassium leak current.
The gradual rise in neuromodulator-induced membrane polarization is incorporated into the model as a slowly-increasing ∆Verest parameter (see Eq. (9.1) below)
that can be visualized as a trajectory (thick gray arrow) superimposed on the Fig.9.1 manifold of stationary states. The mean excitatory soma potential Ve is depicted
on the vertical axis of Fig. 9.1. Where there is a “fold” in the manifold, there can
exist up to three steady-state values for Ve at a given (λ , ∆Verest ) coordinate: for these
cases we label the lower state (lying under the fold) as “quiescent”, and the upper
state (located on top of the fold) as “active”. We note that the upper and lower stationary states are not necessarily stable. In fact, it is the transition to instability that
gives rise to oscillatory behavior in the model.

9.2.2 Modeling the transition to REM sleep
The transition to REM sleep is characterized by a progressive increase in cholinergic activity from the brainstem that occurs over a time-course of a few minutes.
This increase in cholinergic tone simultaneously depolarizes the cortex, and reduces
(slightly) the excitatory synaptic gain (via reduction in the area of the excitatory
postsynaptic potential (EPSP). We model the gradual rise in cortical depolarization
by imposing a linear increase in the excitatory resting-potential offset ∆Verest , from
−5 mV (i.e., resting voltage set 5 mV below nominal) to +5 mV (resting voltage
set 5 mV above nominal), over a period of 4 min (240 s),
∆Verest (t) = −5 mV + 10 mV(t/240 s) ,

(9.1)

where t is the elapsed time in seconds. The nominal resting voltage is −64 mV (see
Table 9.1). At the same time, the EPSP gain-factor λ1 (dimensionless) decreases
linearly over 4 min to its nominal value (λ1 = 1.00) from a starting value set 5%
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Soma potential (mV)

−50

REM

Active branch

IS

−55

SW

Limit cycle

−60
−65

1.5

Quiescent branch
1

−70
−5

λ

0.5

ΔVerest (mV)

5

10

0

Fig. 9.1 Manifold of equilibrium states for homogeneous model cortex for different stages of
sleep. Vertical axis is excitatory soma potential; horizontal axes are λ (dimensionless EPSPamplitude scalefactor), and ∆V rest (deviation of resting membrane potential above default value 0f
−64 mV). Shaded-gray area shows region of instability giving rise to theta-frequency limit-cycle
oscillations. The gray arrow shows a trajectory for transition from slow-wave (SW) to intermediate (IS) to REM sleep caused by a gradual increase in resting soma potential (see Eq. (9.1)).
Black arrows denote the details of the trajectory in response to the dynamic modulation in EPSP
(Eq. (9.3)).

above nominal,

(a) SWS pseudoECoG

Fig. 9.1 (cont.) Modelgenerated ECoG time-series
at the three labeled points on
the sleep manifold:
(a) slow-wave sleep (SWS);
(b) intermediate sleep (IS);
(c) rapid-eye-movement
(REM) sleep. Duration
of each time-series = 6 s;
vertical-axis extent for each
graph = 0.4 mV.
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λ1 (t) = 1.05 − 0.05(t/240 s) .

(9.2)

Here, λ1 is modeling the synaptic effect of the steady increase of acetylcholine concentration as the cortex transits from SWS to REM sleep. This slow acetylcholine
change (λ1 ) will be combined with the synaptic-gain adaptations (λ2 ), described
below, brought about by the SWS cortical oscillations between “down” and “up”
states.

9.2.3 Modeling the slow oscillation of SWS
Because slow-wave sleep is characterized by low levels of cholinergic tone, the
excitatory synaptic gain in the cortex is influenced by the presynaptic firing-rate, resulting in a form of slow spike-frequency adaptation: when the presynaptic neuron is
in a high-firing state, consecutive EPSP events decrease in magnitude exponentially
over the time-course of a few-hundred milliseconds as described by Tsodyks [43];
conversely, once the presynaptic neuron becomes quiescent, it becomes relatively
more sensitive to input. Under conditions of low-cholinergic effect, this fluctuation in excitatory synaptic gain induces the cortex to undergo a slow oscillation between the distinct “down” (quiescent) and “up” (activated) states that are observed
in SWS [26, 38]. This approach to understanding the cortical slow oscillation is
broadly equivalent to previous SWS models [1, 6, 14, 17, 33, 36, 41] which rely on
time-varying changes in the Na+ and K+ ion-channel conductances to cycle the
cortex between “up” and “down” states.
This up–down cycling is in addition to the slower modulation due to brainstem
changes (Eq. (9.2)), so we write the total synaptic-gain factor as λ = λ1 + λ2 , where
λ1 corresponds to very slow brainstem effects, and λ2 to the slow-oscillation effects.
We drive parameter λ2 through a cycle between down- and up-states by raising λ2
(increasing EPSP) slightly in response to a low firing rate, and reducing it (lowering
EPSP) in response to a high firing rate,
dλ2
= −k (λ2 − λaim ) ,
dt

(9.3)

where the shunting rate-constant k is 2 s−1 , and the steady-state target value λaim is
determined by the firing rate,
(
+0.2 , Qe < 10 s−1 ,
λaim =
(9.4)
−0.2 , Qe ≥ 10 s−1 .
The full set of cortical equations are listed in the Appendix on p.13. The total
synaptic gain λ = λ1 + λ2 from Eqs (9.2–9.3), and the ∆Verest depolarization from
Eq. (9.1), are applied as modulatory effects to the differential equation for excitatory
soma potential (Appendix, Eq. (9.5)). The model behavior resulting from the cycling
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and modulation in λ , and the modulation of ∆V rest , is summarized by the arrowed
paths in Fig. 9.1.

9.2.4 Experimental Methods
9.2.4.1 Animals
Four male Sprague-Dawley rats, weighing 300–400 g at the time of surgery, served
as subjects. The rats were maintained on a 12:12-hr light–dark cycle, were individually housed following surgery, and had ad libitum access to food and water. Ethical
approval for this study was granted by the Ruakura and University of Auckland
Animal Ethics Committees.

9.2.4.2 Surgery
Animals were anesthetised with ketamine/xylazine (75/10 mg/kg, i.p.), and mounted
in a stereotaxic instrument with the skull held level. Four holes were drilled in the
exposed skull: three for stainless-steel skull screws (positioned over the cerebellum and bilaterally over the parietal cortex), and one for implantation of a tungsten
stereotrode pair (Micro Probe Inc, Potomoc, USA) into the parietal cortex for twochannel electrocorticogram (ECoG) recording. The stereotrode consisted of two insulated microelectrodes (3-µm diameter) separated by 200 µm. The stereotrode was
lowered into the cortex to a depth of 0.5 mm and cemented to one of the anchor
screws with rapid-setting glue. The skull screws also served as reference and ground
electrodes for the cortical local-field-potential recordings. Insulated wires from the
screws, along with the stereotrode electrodes, were terminated in a plastic nine-pin
socket, the base of which was embedded in dental acrylic (GC Corporation, Tokyo,
Japan). The animals were allowed to recover for at least seven days prior to testing.

9.2.4.3 Data recording
There were two ECoG recording channels. The two parietal skull screws served
as the common reference for the two cortical electrodes, and the cerebellar screw
was used as the common ground. The leads were connected to two differential
amplifiers (A-M systems Inc, Carisborg, USA) via a tether and electrical swivel
(Stoelting Co, Illinois, USA), allowing free movement of the animal within the
recording enclosure. The two cortical field-potential channels were digitized at
10 000 samples/s (CED Power 1401, Cambridge, England), high- and lowpass filtered at 1 and 2500 Hz, respectively, and 50-Hz notch-filtered. The data were displayed and recorded continuously on computer using Spike2 software (CED, Cambridge, England). The animals were video-recorded during all sessions to aid offline
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sleep-staging (described below). The video was synchronized with the electrophysiological recordings. Data were collected for up to six hours while the animals slept
naturally.

9.2.4.4 Sleep staging
Sleep-staging was performed offline using accepted electrophysiological and behavioral criteria [44]. Slow-wave sleep (SWS) was characterized by a large-voltage,
low-frequency ECoG waveform and regular respiratory pattern (observed on video).
During SWS, the rats typically lay on their abdomen in a reclined posture.
Rapid eye movement (REM) sleep was characterized by a low-voltage, highfrequency ECoG waveform, and a respiratory pattern that was irregular, with frequent short apneas. REM sleep was confirmed by the observation of phasic phenomena such as eye movements and whisker twitches (observed on video) [44].
The rats often assumed a curled posture before entering REM sleep. Transitions
from SWS to REM sleep were identified offline; two minutes of ECoG spanning
each transition point were extracted for later analysis.

9.3 Results
The numerical model was implemented in M ATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA,
USA), simulating a 2- × 2-cm square of cortex on a 16×16 grid with toroidal boundaries. We used a time-step of 50 µs, chosen sufficiently small to ensure numerical
stability. All grid points were driven by small-amplitude spatiotemporal white noise
to simulate nonspecific (unstructured) flux activity from the subcortex. The primary
output was the time-course of the mean-soma potential at selected grid points on the
cortical sheet.
The soma-voltage predictions for the effect of neuromodulator-induced changes
in excitability (∆Verest ), and synaptic efficiency (λ ), are illustrated in the manifold of
equilibrium states in Fig. 9.1. Superimposed on the figure is a gray-arrowed hypothetical trajectory that tracks the influence of increasing cholinergic tone occurring
during SWS-to-REM transition. The voltage-vs-time graphs show typical samples
of model-generated “pseudoECoG” time-series at three selected (λ , ∆Verest ) coordinates representing (a) slow-wave sleep (SWS); (b) intermediate sleep (IS); and (c)
REM sleep.
With no cholinergic input, the SWS pattern (a) is associated with a slow cycling
(∼0.5 to 2 Hz) between the “up” (activated, upper stable region of the manifold)
and “down” (quiescent, lower stable region) states (Fig. 9.1, area “SW”).
The effect of the increasing acetylcholine is modeled as a depolarizing drift of
the resting membrane potential Verest , a slight decrease in EPSP gain, and a loss of
frequency adaptation [13]. With increasing cholinergic tone, the trajectory moves
to the right to a point where the up-states are close to the area in the phase space
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where an ∼8-Hz oscillatory state exists (shaded region in Fig. 9.1). At the upperbranch stability boundary, a subcritical Hopf bifurcation occurs [48]. Just beyond
this point, the up-state is no longer stable (the real part of the dominant eigenvalue
is positive), so cortical excursions to the upper-state lead to oscillations in the thetafrequency band. PseudoECoG time-series generated in this unstable region show
spectral features characteristic of intermediate sleep: simultaneous delta and theta
oscillations (Fig. 9.1, area “IS”; time-series (b)). The delta oscillation arises from
the continuing presence of the up- and down-states, and the theta oscillation from
the instability of the upper branch.
As the effects of the cholinergic modulation increase further, the pseudocortex
eventually becomes so depolarized that only the up-state is available. The cortex
now acts as an ∼8-Hz narrow-band filter of the nonspecific white noise input; this is
our model’s representation of the REM theta-oscillation state (Fig. 9.1, area “REM”;
time-series (c)).
Because we were unable to locate descriptions in the research literature for ECoG
spectra at the SWS-to-REM transition, we elected to compare our model-generated
spectra with those obtained from our ECoG recordings of sleep-transitioning rats.
We computed time–frequency spectrograms for the model time-series (Fig. 9.2(a))
and for the rat ECoG recordings (Fig. 9.2(b)), and also calculated time–frequency
coscalograms showing the spectral coherence between a pair of adjacent grid positions on the pseudocortex (Fig. 9.3(a)), comparing this with the spectral coherence
between the pair of electrodes comprising the stereotrode that sensed rat ECoG activity (Fig. 9.3(b)).1
The spectrograms (Fig. 9.2(a, b)) and coscalograms (Fig. 9.3(a, b)) both show
predominant delta activity in SWS, appearance of co-existing theta activity in IS,
and abrupt loss of delta activity marking the start of REM sleep.
The two-channel coherence scalograms of Fig. 9.3 exhibit distinct frequency
banding. The peak frequency of the theta oscillation in the model (Fig. 9.3(a)) starts
at ∼4.5 Hz in intermediate sleep, increasing to ∼6.5 Hz at the transition into REM,
while the rat data show a broader low-frequency spectrum with transient tongues of
coherent activity that extend almost into the theta range.
Table 9.2 compares the rat and model-generated ECoG data in terms of the mean
and standard deviation for two-point wavelet coherence in the delta and in the theta
wavebands. Coherences for both rat and simulated data exhibit similar trends across
the transition from slow-wave sleep to REM sleep: both show a more than fourfold
decrease in delta-band coherence, simultaneous with a fourfold increase in thetaband coherence. Across the three sleep stages, the absolute difference in coherences
between rat and model data is better than 0.2 for delta-band, and better than 0.1 for
theta-band. These coherence trends are illustrated in Fig. 9.4.

1

See Appendix (Sects 9.5.2 and 9.5.3) for details of data processing, and calculation of coherence
estimates from the Morlet wavelet transform.
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(a) ECoG timeseries: Model
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Fig. 9.2 [Color plate] Time-series and spectrograms of the model pseudoECoG signal (left), and
of a typical example of rat ECoG (right) across the transition from slow-wave to REM sleep (SW
= slow wave sleep; IS = intermediate sleep; REM = REM sleep). In both spectrograms, theta-band
(5–8 Hz) activity first appears during early IS, while delta-band activity (1–4 Hz) is lost by the end
of IS.
(a) ECoG coherence: Model

(b) ECoG coherence: Rat
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Fig. 9.3 [Color plate] Two-point temporal-coherence for two channels of pseudoECoG generated
by the mean-field cortical model (left), compared with two-point coherence for rat stereotrode
ECoG recording (right). Coherence is calculated using the Morlet continuous-wavelet transform
(see Eq. (9.17)). In both model and experiment, there are coherent oscillations in theta- and deltabands during the IS transition into REM sleep. (The nonlinear frequency axis is derived from the
inverse of the wavelet-scale axis, and is thus distorted by the reciprocal transformation.)

9.4 Discussion
Most current neurobiological modeling of changes in cortical state involves simulation of various ion currents in assemblies of discrete Hodgkin–Huxley or integratePage: 10
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Table 9.2 Comparison of changes in two-point wavelet coherence (mean (SD)) for measured rat
ECoG versus simulated pseudoECoG generated by the numerical model
Delta band (1–4 Hz)

Theta band (5–8 Hz)

Rat

Model

Rat

Model

0.60 (0.02)
0.48 (0.03)
0.14 (0.01)

0.49 (0.06)
0.63 (0.10)
0.09 (0.04)

0.07 (0.06)
0.28 (0.05)
0.29 (0.05)

0.09 (0.04)
0.22 (0.07)
0.36 (0.04)

Sleep stage
Slow-wave sleep
Intermediate sleep
REM sleep

0.8
Rat: δ-band
Model: δ-band

Fig. 9.4 Changes in twopoint wavelet coherence
across the SW-to-REM
sleep transition, comparing recorded rat ECoG with
model-generated ECoG. See
Table 9.2 for coherence values.

Coherence

Rat: θ-band
Model: θ-band

0.4

0
Slow-wave
Sleep

Intermediate
Sleep

REM
Sleep

and-fire neurons—the “neuron-by-neuron” approach [1, 6]. In contrast, the continuum philosophy assumes that, on average, neighboring neurons have very similar
activity, so neural behavior can be approximated by population means that have been
averaged over a small area of cortex. This assumption is in agreement with measured
anatomic and functional spatial correlations [35]. The continuum method makes
tractable the problem of quantifying global cortical phenomena, such as states of
sleep, general anesthesia, and generalized seizures. Since the averaged electrical
activity of populations of neurons is a commonly-measured experimental signal
(ECoG), the accuracy of continuum models can be verified directly from clinical
and laboratory observations, and many of the global phenomena of the cortex can
be explained simply using the continuum approach. For example, if the cortex is envisaged as a network of single neurons, it is hard to explain the widespread zero-lag
spatial synchrony detected in SWS oscillations by Volgushev and colleagues [45].
In that paper, Volgushev postulated gap-junction coupling as the origin of the tight
synchrony. In contrast, when the continuum formulation is used to model SWS, the
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high spatial synchrony arises naturally from the present set of cortical equations that
do not contain diffusive couplings.
We have focused on a single question: “What is the basis for the abrupt changes
in cortical activity that occur during the SWS-to-REM sleep transition?” There are
two opposed explanations. One possibility is that there might be a massive, sudden
increase in subcortical excitatory input into the cortex. In this scenario, the underlying cause of the change occurs subcortically, and the cortex is responding linearly to
that input—this is the picture that is implicit in most earlier qualitative descriptions
of the SWS-to-REM transition.
Our modeling supports the contrary view. We suggest that there is only a modest
change in subcortical input occurring over a time-course of a few minutes, but that
this modest change in stimulus triggers a secondary nonlinear change in cortical
self-interaction, causing an abrupt jump to a new mode of electrophysiological (and
cognitive) behavior. This cortical change of state is analogous to a phase-transition
in physics, and can be described as a bifurcation in dynamical systems theory.
The earliest semi-quantitative model for SWS–REM cycling was developed by
Hobson [15] who suggested that the changes in sleep state are driven by cycling
in the brainstem, alternating between monoaminergic and cholinergic states. This
theory did not address how the brainstem cycling determines the ECoG cortical response. More recently, Lu and others [24] have postulated that a bistable (“flip-flop”)
system exists in the brainstem (the mesopontine tegmentum) to control SWS–REM
transitions. The flip-flop is driven by mutual negative-feedback between “REMon” and “REM-off” GABAergic areas. However, the primary effector pathways
between the REM-on/REM-off flip-flop and the cortex were not well described.
Part of the REM-on area contains glutamatergic neurons that form a localized ascending projection to the medial septum area of the basal forebrain, and hence to
the hippocampus; thus the widespread global cortical activation seen in REM sleep
is not explained. There is a weight of other evidence suggesting the pre-eminent
role of cholinergic activation as the final common pathway of REM-sleep cortical
arousal [5, 7].
The origin of the cortical theta-oscillation in the REM-state is the source of some
debate. It had been assumed that the neocortical theta arises from volume conduction of the strong theta-oscillation that is observed in the hippocampus during REM
sleep. However, there is evidence that the neocortical theta-rhythm may arise from
the neocortex, independent of the hippocampus [3, 5, 20]. Cantero et al. [4] showed
that cortical and hippocampal theta-rhythms often have different phases, and concluded that there are many different generators of theta-rhythm in the brain; the hippocampal theta is in turn dependent on the degree of activation of various brainstem
structures [29].
Our theoretical model demonstrates that it is possible for an 8-Hz rhythm in the
neocortex to emerge naturally from the internal dynamics of the equations. This
oscillation derives from the lags introduced into the system by the inhibitory dendritic input into the pyramidal neuronal population. Whether this is the source of all
theta-oscillations observed during REM sleep in rats remains an open question. One
problem with our model is that the amplitude of the theta-oscillation is sometimes as
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large as the slow oscillation, making the SWS-to-REM transition less clear on the
pseudoECoG timeseries—although the transition remains obvious in the spectral
views provided by the spectrogram and coscalogram.
As we have confirmed in the present study, one of the characteristics of the
SWS–REM transition is high temporal coherence—in particular frequency bands—
for spatially-separated electrodes. In rats, coherent oscillations have been observed
across widespread areas of the brain that include not only cortex, but also thalamus, hippocampus and striatum [10]. Interestingly, the pattern of spindle activity observed during IS resembles that of forebrain preparations completely isolated from
the brainstem [12]. In addition, examination of the amplitudes of sensory evokedpotentials shows that IS is associated with the lowest level of thalamocortical transfer of any sleep state. Thus IS is the most “introspective” of all sleep states, consistent with a role for IS in functional “in-house” coupling to support organzation and
integration of information between separated brain regions.
The continuum model provides a plausible theoretical basis for the phenomenon
of intermediate sleep in rats. However, the model requires further experimental validation to test its predictions. We envisage a detailed and systematic experimental exploration of the model parameter space, using in vitro cortical-slice methods
to manipulate the position of the cortical dynamics on the equilibrium manifold.
Here is an example of the approach: It is known that the addition of triazolam (a
GABAergic drug) markedly increases the duration of the IS stage, at the expense
REM sleep [11]. We tested this finding against our continuum model by running
simulations with enhanced GABAergic effect. We found that the duration of IS increases linearly with IPSP (inhibitory postsynaptic potential) decay-time, and increases markedly with even modest increases in the IPSP magnitude. Conversely, a
drug which shortens IPSP decay-time will reduce the extent of the unstable “tongue”
on the edge of the upper branch of the manifold, and, with sufficient reduction,
should eliminate the IS stage entirely. This is an unambiguous and testable prediction.

9.5 Appendix
9.5.1 Mean-field cortical equations
The model describes interactions between cortical populations of excitatory pyramidal neurons (subscript e) and inhibitory interneurons (subscript i).2 We use a left-toright double-subscripting convention so that subscript ab (where a and b are labels
standing for either e or i) implies a→b, that is, the direction of transmission in the
synaptic connections is from the presynaptic nerve a to postsynaptic nerve b. Super-

2

Note that we have not included a representation of the thalamus in the model, because the slow
oscillation of sleep can be generated in the cortex alone—without thalamic input [33, 41, 45].
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script “sc” indicates subcortical input that is independent of the cortical membrane
potential.
The time-evolution of the population-mean membrane potential (Va ) in each neuronal population, in response to synaptic input ρaΨab Φa , is given by,
τe

∂Ve
= Verest + ∆Verest −Ve + λ ρeΨee Φee + ρiΨie Φie ,
∂t

(9.5)

τi

∂Vi
= Virest −Vi + λ ρeΨei Φei + ρiΨii Φii ,
∂t

(9.6)

where τa are the time constants of the neurons, and ρa are the strengths of the postsynaptic potentials (proportional to the total charge transferred per PSP event). Here
we modulate the resting-voltage offset ∆Verest and the synaptic-gain scalefactor λ as
set out in Eqs (9.1–9.3). The Ψab are weighting functions that allow for the effects
of AMPA and GABA reversal potentials Varev ,
Ψab =

Varev −Vb
.
Varev −Varest

(9.7)

The Φab are synaptic-input spike-rate fluxes described by Eqs (9.8–9.9),
 2
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∂
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(9.8)

(9.9)

where γab are the synaptic rate-constants, N α are the number of long-range connections, and N β the number of local, within-macrocolumn connections. The spatial
interactions between macrocolumns are described by damped wave equations,

 2
∂
∂
2 2
2 2
2
+ 2vΛeb + v Λeb − v ∇ φeb = v2Λeb
Qe ,
(9.10)
∂t 2
∂t
where v is the mean axonal velocity, and 1/Λeb is the characteristic length-scale for
axonal connections.
The population firing-rate of the neurons is related to the population-mean soma
potential by a sigmoidal mapping,
Qa (Va ) =

Qmax
a
√


1 + exp −π(Va − θa )/ 3σa

(9.11)

where θa is the population-average threshold voltage, and σa is its standard deviation. The parameters and ranges used in our simulations are listed in Table 9.1.
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9.5.2 Comparison of model mean-soma potential and
experimentally-measured local-field potential
In order to translate from a grid simulation of soma potential to a pseudoECoG,
we introduce three virtual electrodes that sample the fields from different sets of
neurons. The first virtual electrode serves as a “common reference” that samples
the local field V j,k from all grid-points ( j, k) equally, giving a reference voltage
V ref (t) = N12 ∑Nj=1 ∑Nk=1 V j,k (t), where N = 16 in our simulations. This construction is
intended to be broadly equivalent to the common reference electrodes utilized in our
rat experiments—these were located bilaterally over the parietal cortex, responding
to the local field potential across a wide spatial extent of neurons.
The other two virtual electrodes, numbered (1) and (2), we assume to be much
more localized, sampling the field from a pair of adjacent grid-points ( j, k), ( j+1, k)
in the simulation, but each containing a small voltage contribution, say 1%, coming from the spatial average over all 256 grid-points, leading to a pair of electrode
potentials, relative to ground, of
V (1) (t) = V j,k (t) + 0.01V ref (t) ,
V (2) (t) = V j+1,k (t) + 0.01V ref (t) .
The two pseudoECoG voltages are then formed as the respective differences between V (1),(2) and V ref ,
pECoG(1) (t) = V j,k (t) − 0.99V ref (t) ,

(9.12)

pECoG(2) (t) = V j+1,k (t) − 0.99V ref (t) .

(9.13)

We have found that this subtractive fraction of 99% of the spatial-average soma
potential produces physically reasonable pseudoECoG traces which have a strong
contribution from the local voltage fluctuations at the specified grid point, but retain
a weak contribution from the global activity that is common to the entire grid.
To reduce memory requirements, grid-simulation soma potentials were recorded
every 250 timesteps with ∆t = 50 µs, giving an effective sampling rate of 1/(250∆t)
= 80 s−1 . A Butterworth highpass filter was applied to remove fluctuation energy
below 0.5 Hz. ECoG voltages recorded from rat cortex were bandpass filtered by the
acquisition hardware to eliminate spectral content outside the range 1–2500 Hz. The
effective sampling rate was reduced from 10 000 s−1 to 80 s−1 using decimate to
lowpass filter the time-series to 32 Hz, then subsample by a factor of 125.

9.5.3 Spectrogram and coscalogram analysis
To track the spectral changes in ECoG voltage activity over the course of the SWSto-REM transition, we computed Hanning-windowed spectrograms with a 1-Hz res-
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olution using the M ATLAB pwelch function. This spectral analysis was applied to
the rat ECoG time-series (Fig. 9.2(b)), and also to the pseudoECoG time-series generated by our mean-field numerical simulations (Fig. 9.2(a)).
The synchronous interactions between the two ECoG channels were quantified
using wavelet coherence [19, 21]. Because optimal time–frequency localization was
required, we devised a new coherence measure—based on the Morlet continuous
wavelet transform—to investigate the spatiotemporal relationships of the two ECoG
series during the rat transition into sleep.
Given a time-function x(t), its continuous wavelet transform (CWT) is defined,


Z
1
∗ t −τ
x(t)Ψ
dt ,
(9.14)
W (s, τ) = √
s
s
where s and τ denote the temporal scale and translation respectively; W (s, τ) are
the wavelet coefficients; Ψ (t) is the wavelet function; and superscript (∗ ) denotes
complex conjugation. In this study, a Morlet wavelet function,
1 2

Ψ0 (u) = π −1/4 eiω0 u e− 2 u ,

(9.15)

is applied. Here, ω0 is a nondimensional central angular frequency; a value of ω0 = 8
is considered optimal for good time–frequency resolution [9]. Because the Morlet
wavelet retains amplitude and phase information, the degree of synchronization between neural activity simultaneously recorded at two sites can be measured.
Given a pair of ECoG time-series, X and Y , their Morlet wavelet transforms are
denoted by WX (s, n) and WY (s, n), respectively, where s is the scale and n the timeindex. Their coscalogram is defined
|WXY (s, n)| ≡ |WX (s, n)WY∗ (s, n)| .

(9.16)

The coscalogram illustrates graphically the coincident events between two timeseries, at each scale s and at the each time index n. To quantify the degree of synchronization between the two time-series, we compute the wavelet coherence,
2

[coh(s, n)]2 =

hs−1WXY (s, n)i
.
hs−1 |WXX (s, n)|2 ihs−1 |WYY (s, n)|2 i

(9.17)

The coherence ranges from 0 to 1, and provides an accurate representation for the
covariance between two EEG time-series. The angle-brackets h·i indicate smoothing
in time and scale; the internal factor s−1 is required to convert to an energy density.
The smoothing in time is achieved using a Gaussian function exp(− 21 (t/s)2 ); the
smoothing in scale is done using a boxcar filter of width 0.6 (see Ref. [42]). Because
of the smoothing, wavelet coherence effectively provides an ensemble averaging
localized in time, thereby reducing the variance from noise [19].
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